
KAREN SANTOS
Senior Front-End
Developer

karensantos@email.com
(123) 456-7890
Brooklyn, NY
linkedin.com/in/k-santos

EDUCATION
Bachelor of Science
Computer Science
Rutgers University

2008 - 2012
New Brunswick, NJ

SKILLS
Languages
HTML
CSS
JavaScript

Libraries
React
jQuery

Frameworks
Angular.js
Vue.js

Testing
Enyzme
Jest

CI/CD
GIT

CAREER OBJECTIVE
Senior Front-End Developer with 9 years of proven leadership
and meaningfully contributions to teams of varying size and
scope. With my results-driven mentality, I transformed my team
at GitHub by seeking, learning, and teaching new, efficient
technologies to make aggressive deadlines consistently
achievable. Passionate about going the extra mile to ensure the
customer is unquestionably satisfied with the product or service
provided. With emphasis on scalable and well-documented
code, I look forward to working collaboratively as well as
spearheading independent projects at Accenture.

WORK EXPERIENCE
Senior Front-End Developer
GitHub

January 2017 - current New York, NY

· Led development team of 5 to create GitHub pages,
allowing customer repositories to be hosted directly.

· Implemented AWS to allow easy iteration in company
cloud infrastructure.

· Created new documentation for MaterialUI that prevented
the need for a 3-week onboarding course.

· Mentored 8 new junior front-end developers on team in
expanding JavaScript, React, and Angular skillset.

· Worked with PM/IM to keep on track with the project plan,
timeline, and billing.

· Led bi-weekly stand-up to ensure team worked effectively,
using coaching strategies to increase efficiency by 10%.

· Worked with Quality Assurance to get new pages/products
tested, and addressed any issues within 48 hours.

Front-End Developer
DTX

September 2012 - Jan 2017 New York, NY

· Participated in the initial wave of developers learning and
implementing the React.JS library.

· Rewrote HTML to meet industry and company standards
for SEO and Accessibility.

· Tested, debugged, and shipped 10s of 1000s of lines of code
to various development teams.

· Introduced Kanban Board style ticketing system to
promote highly efficient asynchronous and synchronous
work, increasing efficiency by 12%.

· Utilized HTML, CSS, and JavaScript to create 100+
responsive landing pages for both company and client.

· Maintained graphic standards and branding throughout
the product’s interfaces.


